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Abstract. We show that metric spaces with Polish topology (MP) can be repr’esented very well by 
bounded complete o-algebraic cpo’s with continuous weight and distance (CWD). An operator 
f : CWD + MP is defined such that (1) and (2) hold. 
(1) I% can be embedded topologically into fi such that a t partial) :Funct ion Ion l% is (metrically ) 
continuous, iff it can be extended to a (total) continuous function on L% 
(?) Every UEMP is isometric to some r(D). Therefore the continuous cpo-functions are 
exactly adequate for describing the continuous functions on the corresponding metric speces. 
The approach could be refined in order to study computability on metric spaces witk Polish 
topology. Examples of application are the Euclidean space, the space of total functions on the 
natural numbers (Baire space), and spaces of infinite tr(ees. 
1. Introduction ’ 
In one of his early papers on complete partial orders (cpo’s) Scott [l] suggests that 
an appropriate cpo of intezvals may be useful to study continuous and computable 
functions on the real numbers. Indeed, 20 years before, :&acorn/be 1123 (see also 
Martin-Mf [3]) already showed that computability on certain .-etric spaces (e.g. the 
Euclidean space, Cantor space,. OY Baire space) ca.r? be defined by embedding them 
into appropriate spaces of ‘*a.pproxim ations’ on which computability can be deiined in 
a natural way. These ‘spaces of spy-oximations’ are similar to ‘countably based 
complete partial orders’, c cp’s, which have been studied recently by Smyth [4] I:rl this 
paper we apply the easier theory of o-algebraic qpo’s. 
As a first step we consider only continuity, computability will be studit.:C in a 
forthcoming paper, ‘The metric spaces which we art: able to embed are exrc:tl;r the 
metric spaces with Fo’Sish topology (Bourbaki [5]), MP. The structures into which we 
embed .are o -algebraic cpo’s (see e.g. Egli/Constable [6] or hAarkowsky/ Rosen [ 71) 
emriched by continuous ,weight and continuous distance, CVv”lD. 
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We define an operator r’ : CWJD + MP such that (a) and (b) hold. 
(a) For every D E CWD, IYY can be embt Jded topologica ly into fi such that a 
(partial) function on ~~ is (metrically) continuous, iff it can be extended to a (total 
cpo-) continuous function on D. (See Theorem 21 for a more precise * ormulation.) 
Therefore, the continuous cpo functions are exactly adequ;rte for d ascribing the 
COT! tinuous functions on the corresponding metric spaces. 
(-3) For every R E MP there is s3rne D such that ~~ is isometric to J% Therefore, a 
me,ric space has Polish topology, iff it is in the range of r (la;) to isomorphism). 
In Section 2 basic definitions and concepts will be summark zd, in Section 3 weiglrt 
istance are introduced for o-algebraic cpo’s and their interrelation is studied. 
In Section 4 the operator  is defined, and it is proved in Section 5 that 23 is adequate 
for studying the continuous functions on lYfi. In Section 6 range (r) is characterized. 
We shall use the two dimensional Euclidean space as a standard example for 
elucidating the definitions and theorems in the text. Finally, in Section 7 other 
examples demonstrate the usefulness of the approach. 
efinitions~ and concepts 
Let fi = (D, I=) be a partial order. A subset X G D is dirt cted in fi, iff (tlx, y E 
X)(32 E X)(x rr z and y G z). D is d-complete (b-complete, f b-complete), iff every 
non empty subset X c D which is directed (bq3unded, finite and boundeJ) has a join 
(=least upper bound) in B. 
kf a partial order with minimum is b-complete, then every n( pn empty subset has an 
infimum. A chain in D is a sequence (xi)i,N with (Mi)(xi ED and xiC:Ki+l). u xi will 
always denote ahe join of a chain. If no confusion is possible we shall use the same 
symbols ‘c’ and ‘I’ for order and minimum on different spaces. 
A function f : Lj I! + & between partial orders is monoto 3e (d-continuous, fb- 
continuous), iff it preserves order (joins of directed sets, joins ’ bf finite bounded sets). 
f is an embedding, iff x E y e+-fx ~fy. 0 :== (D, E, I) is : cpo, iff (0, C) is a 
d-complete partial order with minimum L. 
.Q = (D, B, C, _L) is an o-algebraic cpo, iff (JV~, KG, 1) is a cpo and B G D is 
denumerable with (1) and (2): 
For all x E D, x = u (bi 1 i E IV1 for some chain (bi)i,N in 19. 0) 
Whenever b CU {xi 1 i E N} where t E B and (Xi)iEN is a chain in B, then 
A GX~ for some i CUE N. (2) 
B is calied the ba& o D == (D, j& t, _J_). The basis B is determined uniquely by (1) 
?nd (2). 
In our extension theorem wfe shall wed b-complete o-algebraic cpo’s, Such 
a cpo can be obtained as the chain-completion of an fb-complete partial order. 
We shall now study fb-completion and ch:nin-completion separately (see 
Wright/ Wagner,‘Thatcher [ 101). 
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Lemma (fb-completion). Let A = (A, C) be a pa;.ial order. T/ten there are an 
fb-complete partial order (C, C) and an embedding K : .J + ? such that the foklowirrg 
holds : 
I;& every fb-comiplete partial order i? = (E, C) and for every mono/one 
f : A + I? there is a unique fb-continuous mapping g : c + l? with f = gtit. (3) 
c is uniquely determined by (3) up to isomorphism. 
Proof (outline). Let (B’, G) be defined by B’ := {X G A IX fanlitie, X # @I, X boun- 
ded}, E’G c’ :e (Vb E b’)@c E c’) b E c. (B’. 6) is a pre-order. Define b’ = 
cr :q (6’ CC’ A c’ cb’), c := (B’, c)/ = , arcd K@) := {b}/ = m Finally define 
g(X/=) := sup(f(x)lx EX}. 
The desired properties (can now be verified. 
Lemma 2 (chain-completion). LIet A = (A, G, IA) be a partial order with minimum 
IA and dcnumerable A. Then there are an w-algebraic cpo D = (D, B, c=~ I) and an 
embedding L : 2 + 0 with L (A) = B such that the following holds : 
For every d-complete partial order I? = (E, C) and every monotone f : .A --5 g 
there is a unique d-contkuous g : D + E with f = gb. (4) 
B is defined uniquely up to isomorphism by (4). Furthermore, if A is fb-csomplete, then 
15 is b-complete and sup X E B for every finite bounded non empty X S; B. 
Proof (outline). Let D’ := {(ai)iPNI (Vi)(ai E A and ai rai+l)} and j.Qi)i C’ (bi)i :ti 
(Vi)@j)ai c bk Then (D’, E’) is a pre-order, Define a’= 6’ :<G+ (a’ 6’ b” an;l 
6’ C’ a’) for a’, b’E D’. Let D := D’/=, h(a) := (a, a, . . .)/ =, G := I=‘/=, 
B := {b(a)[a EA}, I := &(-LA). Then D :=- (D, B , G, I) has the desired properties. 
For given E and f define ~~((ai)i/~~) := u f(ai). 
The desired properties can now be verified. 
We shall elucidate these completions by an example. Consider 86, the two- 
d:mensional Euclidean sp’ace with distance d,. The set of ,3r!l the closed balls with 
inclusion as order and iJ3” as minimum forms a cpo, whiclh unfortutxkly iis not 
algebraic. Even if we choose the open balk we do no11 obtaiin a cpcl. 
We choose (a representation of) a basis oil the! topoloqy on R* with (formal) 
inclusion as partial order. 
Let 2 := {(p, q) 1 p, q E Q} E IR*. 2: is dense in lR* and denumerable. We define a 
partial order A’, = (A=, G, L): 
A, := ((27, e)Iz ~2, E EQ, E >O}L~{_L’), 
(y, r) c (2, s) :e d,( y, 2) + r S s. 
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Thus, (2, &) represents abnll (open or closed) and therefore we call (z, E) a ‘fgrmal 
ball’ and the relation ‘z’ means set inclusion. In our example A, there is a bijection 
between the formal balls and the open balls they represent. However, in other 
exanples two different for,mal balls may represent he same open bal: . 
Obviously, & = (A,, -) I= _L) is a partial order kith minimum. A, is not fb-Complete, 
since the non empty intersection of two balls is not a ball in general. Ae is not 
d-complete, becaus + e the directed set {((O, 0), l/(1 + n))ln E IV} has n3 join in 14,. 
Consider fb-completion. A set X G A, is bounded iff the intersection of the open 
balls, associated to the formal balls of X, contains an open baTi1. The elements of the 
fb-completion EJ’ of A, may be interpreted as formal intersections of formal balls. 
The ordering, however, is no longer set inclusion in general. 
Now, consider chain completion De of A,. The elements of D, can bcL: represented 
by chains of &. Twe chains are equivalent, iff the elements exceed each other. The 
elements of D, cannot be represented by subsets of R*. Clcrnsider the following 
elements (see proof of Lemma 2): 
x1 := ((-l/it, 0), 4L/n)n,0/=, x2 := (!‘Ij%, O), I/n)n;-@, 
x3 := ((0, O), llnL>O/~* 
Then x3=x1, x3 c: x2 and x1 and x2 are incomparable, especially x1 # x2. For a 
representation by sets, ((0, 0)) should represent x3 and 0 should represe*,:t x1 and x2. 
Later we shall use the element x3 for representing (0,O) E R*. Obviously the 
elements of A, represent (up to isomorphism) the basis of 81,. 
The cpo obtained by chain-completion can be embedded into that one obtained by 
first applying fb-completion and then chain-completion. 
Lemma 3. Let x be a par,tial order as in Lemma 2. LP: B 6~ its fb-completion with 
embedding K, let c its crttain-completion with embedding L, let D be the chain 
completion of 8 with embedding L’. 
Then there is a unique d-continuous embedding EL : c + D with c ‘K = pc : 
Prsaf. L’K is monotone (Lemma\ I, 2). By Lemma 2 there is a Unique continuous p 
with c ‘K = ~CL. It remains to prove:: x G y e px G ~.cy* ‘=Y holds by continuity of g. ‘W: 
%ppolse ~LX spy. Since c (/‘k) is the basis of c, x = ui bai and y = ui rbi for chains (ai) 
and (hi). Continuity of JL imglies u L ‘Kai = u p,tai = ~1, u OQ !Z /A u bbi = U bbi = 
E L’Kbi. Since &A c bases oY i>, (tli)@j)L’K&cL’Kbj by (z!). Since L’ and K are 
embeddings, (Yi)@j)ai c bi, thurs cai G bbj, thus x G y. 
The e:mbedding obviously maps (ai)/= into [{ai})/=. 
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We shall study the embedding p once more in Theorem 17. By (4) for an algebraic 
cpo every monotone function from the basis into another cpo can bc exte&ed 
uniquely toi a continuous function on the c:po,, 
In Section 3 we also want to extend a binary monotone function on the basis to a 
continuous function on the completion. 
Let Di = (Dig Gi) be partial orders (i = 1, 2). The (calrtesiaar) Product D = 
81x~*=(D,~)isdefine~dbyD1=D1xDzand(x,y)ll(x’,y’):~~(x!~sr’an3j:t= 
y’). A binary function is a function from a cartesian product. Continuity etc. are 
defined accordingly. By the following lemma we can apply our extension lemmas also 
to binary functions. 
Lemma 4. Let c be the completion operator from Lemma 1 or Lemma 2. Then 
c(& x &) is isomorphic to c (&) x c (I&). 
Proof, Straightforward. 
Our aim is, to embed metric spaces into cpo’s, where emb)edding meatns compati- 
bility of topologies. Therefore, we also have to consider the natural topology (Scott 
[g]) of a cpo. 
Let fi = (D, B, G, I) be. an o-algebraic cpo. For b E B let (!$, := {.x E 111 b C-X}. By 
(1) and (2), 0b n 0= = U (CT, 1 b s a, c G a}. Thus (C$I b E B} is a base of a topology rD 
on D. The following lemma is fundamental. 
Lemma 5. Let ri be the topology induced by tkre w-algebraic COO Di on Di (i := I, 2). 
Then f : D1 -+Dz is (& f&)-continuous iff it is (71, Qcontintrous. 
Proof. See Scott [S]. 
For simplicity we shall say complete instead of d-complete and continuous instead 
of d-continuous. 
3. CPO’s with weight and distance 
It is our next aim to em:bed ametric space into a given cpo. As in our example the 
cpo-elements will be considered as approximate values. Certain approximate values 
then shall be the points of our metric space, Therefore, we neeld a criterion folr 
selecting the points from the cpo and we need quantities which determine the 
distance of the metric space. We use our example as a guide for finding abstract 
definitions. Consider the elements x1, x2 and x3 defined above [between Lemmia 2 
and Lemma 3). x3 shall reipresent the point (0,O). If an element (bi)/ i= represents a
point, then the diameters of the balls bi should tend to 0, Fo.r excludkg x1 a:ld ~2, the 
intersectiol? of al3 the balls bi should not be empty. The inte rsectio .\ k not empty, if 
ball bi+i is ‘strongly’ contained in ball bi. 
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We shall see that thece conditions can be expressed if we have a ‘weight’ and a 
‘distance’ on the cpo. We therefore introduce a new concept, weighz. Weight iq a 
monotone function from :a cpo into the real numbers. The weigbt ol an element 
indicates its precision:. Computability theory on cpo’s is a qualitative . theory until 
today. We claim that a quantitative theory of computability can be cleveloped for 
weighted cpo’s. Especially computational complexity theory on the real numbers and 
on other metric spaces can Ibe based on weighted cpo’s. But this is not the objective of 
this, paper. 
We: shall see that a weighted cpo determines ametric space in a natural way. But 
there seem to be metric spaces which cannot be generated this way. We therefore 
introrduce as a second concept dlistance on the cpo’s which satisfies certain axioms. 
We shall first consider partial orders with weight and distance. 
DeBni$ion 6. Let D := (D!, c, 1 I, d). D is a partial order with w$ght and distance, iff 
(D, E) is a partial order and 1 I: D + R+ := [0, oo] and d : D >r: D -* R+ are functions 
witill; 
(l:, xcy +plyl~o, 
(2) X c_ y zs c;l(X, 2) s d(y, z), 
49‘1 /ai \a] u 1x3 Y) = d(y, 4 2 0, 
(4 d(x, 4 = 0, 
(5) d(x, y)sd(x, r)+dc’y, r)-+-lzl 
for all X, y, 2 E 13. 
Two simple consequences are: xcy+d(x,y)=O and (~::)(xcz and yc=: 
Z)-+> d(x. y) = 0. Thus 1 I and d satisfy properties which also hold for diameter and 
distance on subsets of a metric space. We continue our standard example by defining 
1-U := 9 lb 41, 41 := 2E, . d(l, a) := 0 fciy all c; EAT, 
d(a, b) := Euclidean distance of ‘balls’ a and b. 
Obviously (1) to (5) from the definition are satisfied. In case of cpo’s we also require 
continuity. We also require that no basis element is most precise. 
eiinitisn 7. Let D := (D,, B , S, I, I I, d). D is an o-algebmil: cpo with weight md 
distance, iff (D, B, c, A_) is an o-algebraic cpo and (D, G, 1 I, d) is a partial order with 
weight and distance with 
(1) (Vb E B)lb] 30, 
(2) I I: (0, G) + (Iw+, 2) is continuous, 
(3) d : (0, G) >< (113, E) + @t+, as) is continuous. 
The structures from efinition 7 are rather complex. They can, however, be 
obtained by completion from simpler ones. 
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Le Let il = (A, E, 1 I, d) be a partial order with weight a,nd distance. Le,r 
D := (C, c,, 1 lo d,) ++!here (C, c,) is the f&-completion of (A, C) and 1 Ic and d, are 
the fb-continuous extensions of I I and d (see Lemmcs 1 9 4). Then c is a partial oEder 
with weight and distance. (The corresponding statement hok!s for chain-completion.) 
For the proof the properties of Definition 6 have lto be verified, which is a 
straightforward calculation. 
Therefore, an o-algebraic cpo with weight and distance can be constructed from a 
denumerable partial order with weight, distance. and minimum by completion. 
We will have to consider weight and distance independerltly. However, for every 
partial order with weight there is a distinguished ist:ance u’j 1. 
Definition 9. Let (0, C) be a partial order and I I be a weight satisfying (11) from1 
Definition 6. A path fro:m bo to bk is a finite sequence 011 la, p :== (bi)i-O,...,k with 
(Vi)(S)(biSc A bi+lGc). Define its Length by lgp := C {Ibill s i c k}. 
Let 
dl l(b, b’) := inf{lg p Ip is path from b to b’). 
Then the following lemma says that dl 1 is a distance which is maximal among all 
distances for I I. 
Lemma 10, (0, E, I I, dl 1) is a paktial order with weight cmd distance. Whenever 
(0, t-, I I, d) is a p’artial order with weight and distance, then! 
d(.x, y) s dl 1(x, y) for allx, y ED. 
Proof. The proof is a straightforward calculation again. 
We give an example where d and dl I dialer. Change our standard example a.s 
follows. Substitute Iw2 by M := R2 -_@(O, 0); 1) (closed :ball)l. Let A be the set of all 
formal balls from A, the :associated open balls of which are contained in 191. Let thle 
weight on A be the diameter and d be the Euclidcan distance #of point sets. Then for 
al = ((-2,0), i) and a2 = ((2,0), 1) we have d(aI, a2> = 3, but dl ~(a~,, a2)> 3, since 
paths from al to a2 have to be fourid which do not intersect i??((O, 0); I). 
If no confusion is possible, we shall use the same symbols /I I and d for weights and 
distances on different spaces. 
4. The construction of thle metric space 
For every w-algebraic cpo with weight and distance, D, we shall now construct a 
metric space R? such that the following properties hold: 
(a) the metric space fig can be embedded topologically into the cpo, 
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(b) a (partial) function on rY’ is continuous iff it can be extended to a (total) 
continuous function on Is. 
From Definition 6 it follows immediately, that the elements with weight 0 form a 
pseudom&ric subspwe. This space, however, is not metric in gen :ral. In our 
example, sifter completing arid extending (A, E, -L,I I, d,), we have jell= 1x21= lxjl= 
0 and d(xi, x2) = d(xZ, x3) = 0, but xr # 33, XI #x3 and x2 St x3. We &all define a 
method for selecting at mosti one member from every distance-O-equivalence lass. 
These points form a metric space. 
In our example we are interested in those chains of formal balls such that the 
intersection of the represented open balls contains exactly one point of the metric 
space. This point will be identified with that cpo-element which 5. specified by that 
chain. The intuitive meaning of the following definition is that the set of points y and 
a surrounding of it of width 6 is contained in the set x. Definitions 11 and 13 are the 
i.yrucial ones in this paper. 
D&&ion 11. Let D = (El, & t_, i. I I, d) i3e an &j-algebraic p~ with weight and 
distance-. For S > 0 and x, y E 1) let 
(1) x cs y :e (x G y and (We E B)(d(y, e) + lel c 8 +x ce)), 
(2) x u: y :e (38 > 0)x tg y (‘strong apprloximation’). 
The crucial point is that Definition 11 does not require that we have sets of points. 
s will be defined using Definition 11. 
In our example in A, we have (z, r) ~8 (z’, r’) iff d (z, z’) -t I’ + S G r, 
The following lemma summarizes ome propertie:s +~f the new relations. We shall 
use these properties later wi.thout explicit mentioning. 
Lemma 112. (1) xcy c,y’E!x’*x qn’. 
(2) Suppose, sup X exists 1%~ X G D. Sulppose (Vx E X) Y C B !‘. Then sup X =8 y. 
(3) (O<S~Eandxc,y)~xc~y . 
Br~of. Straightforward. 
We shall be interested in strongly increasing sequences of D which lead US to the 
definition of points. 
D,:z{xEDIx=L_]ibif or some chain (bJ in B with b; E bi+l} 
jstrong ehnents of D) 
In our example, the elements xzl, x2 and ~2 are of weight 0 and have distance 0. XI 
and x2 are not strong, only :c3 is strong. 
By Theorem M(a), x3 is the minimum in the dl:‘ance-09ecluivalence lass of 
elements with weight 3. 
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Indeed, we have ~3~x1 and ~3~x2. 
The next lemma will be used later in proofs. 
Lemma 14. (1) Let x E D, and (ci)iEN bea(:hoin inB with x =u Ci. T?Z~IZX -u Ch(i) 
with ch(i) c ch(i+l) for SO??@? f?ZOnOtOlle h. 
(2) Let x = ui xi for soiwe chain (xi] in D Wth XL Exi+l, let IX 1 x 0. 'Dien x E .D,. 
Proof. (1) Since x E DS, .K = u bi with bi r~ bi+ 1, bi E B. From propeety (2) of alge- 
braic CPO'S we know that for all i there are j, i: with Ci G; bj tz bj+l G ck, thus Ci E Ck. Thus 
h can be defined. 
(2) First we show for b, ck E B, ck E ck+l : 
Since 1 1 is continuous, thizre is some k with lckl< $5. Suppose d(Ck, cl1 + ICI < $8 for 
some c E B. Then 
d(U ci, c>+Icl~d(U ci, (~k)+d(Ck,L’)+ICkICICICO+~S+~S ZS 
by Definition 6 and assumption for c. b cg U ck implies b cc, therefore 15 tsj2 ek. 
Suppose xi = U bik Using (2) one can easilv show that A := (bii 1 i, j E IV} 6s directed I 
with x = SUP A. Let bij be given. Then for some 8 and nz, bij CX~ ~6 xi+1 G x,,, z Uj b,i 
and Ix,~ c $8. AS we have shown above bij ~+2 b,, for some n. With ihis property 
and with x = SUP A one clan easily consczuct a sequence (ci) in B with Ci E ci+l and 
X= U Ci* 
By the following theorem the strong elements with ‘weight 0 form a metric space. 
Theorem 15. (a) (x E D, and ly 1 =’ 0 and d(x, y) = 0) :+x G y. 
(b) (x, y E D, and Ix I = 1 y I = 0 and d(x, y ) = 0) 3 x := y. 
roof. (a) Let x = u bi, y = U ci. bi E bi+l, ci 5 ci+l. Definition 6 yields d tbi, cj) = 0 
for all i, j. Let i be given. There are S > 0 and j with bi ~8 bi+l and I(Tjl c S. Then 
d (b,+l, ci) + lql c 8 which implies bl G ci b:y Definition 11. Therefore x GE y. 
(b) Follows immediately. 
Definftion 16. Let D be an o-algebraic cpo with weight and distance. Let M := {x E 
D, lIxl= 0). Call the restriction of a! to M x M also d: 
I’(D) := (M, d). 
By Theorem 15, (M, d) is metric space. 
Cur next aim is to show that r(c) is isometric to r(D) where c and1 D are as in 
Lemma 3. This means, we may assume wlg. that our cp80 isb-complete. Tlhe result can 
be used for the application of the extension theorem (Theorem 21). 
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Tlworem 17. Let A = (A, G, _I_, 1 I, d) be a denumerable partial order with minimclm, 
weight, and distance. Let B, IF, an d D be the completions c.fA from Lemma 3 where the 
unique extensions of 1 1 and tl on 8, c, OPD are also called 1 1 an&!, Let L, K, e’, p be the 
embeddings from Lemma 3. 
Then r(c) is isometric to r(D). 
Proof. We use the szme symbols 1 1 and d for weights and distances on all spaces. Let 
r(c) =r (MC, d), r(6) = (I&, d). We show that &MC = MD and ,rl(x, y) = d(px, hy) 
for X, y E C. 
By the extension property of d and 1 1 we have 
d(a, a’) = d(La, ha’) = d(Ka, ua’j = d(&a, c’KQ’). 
I.Jsing the representations x = ! J b(zi, y = L] La: ((1) and Lemma 2) we obtain 
immediately d(px, my) = d Qx, y) by continuity of d. 
Let x E MC. Then x = u LSli with dai E hai+l. If we show la ~%a’ (in c) =$ t’~a E 
L’Ka’ (in D), then px == u l’K& E m$-j. 
Let ha E ha’. We have 
Let bl E B and d(&a’, Llbl) + (c’bll < 8. We have to show C’Ka gc’bl. By definition 
bl = sup KA 1 for some finite (bloun ed) A1 G A. lb11 = minlKA [I = Itsa for some 
aO(;=_ Al. Therefore d((a’, aoj+)aol = d(sca’, ~a~)+lxa0lSd(~a’, b+I-lb~lGS, there- 
fore a Eao, ua !GKa&bl, &a WbI. This proves fiMC G Mb, 
Let x E MD. We want to ishow x = py for some y E I&. x E Md implies x = ui b’bi 
with b’bi E L’bi+lr bi E B (i E Iv). Le:t i E N. Then h’bi ~8 L’& and lb,,, 1 C 8 for some 8 > 0 
and m E Fti. b,E = sup xA1 for some finite & G A, thus lbrnl = minlKA& Let c1 E A 1 
with lbml = 1~~11. Then d(bVb ,.,1’~a)+I~‘~al=Oi-laI=Ib~I<~. ~‘bic~~‘bm implies 
t’bi 5 L’KQ. Thus for ail1 i there are some a E A and m EN with h’bi E &a t=&,, cz 
1’6 m+l. This implies that there is some sequence (ai), ai E A with x = u &ai and 
1 ‘Kai E L ‘Kai+ 1. Let y = u ri,ai. Tlhen bai c l,Qi+l (easy argument),, thus y E MC :and 
@y=X, 
From Lemma 10 we know, tha.t d G dl 1 for a given weight I 1. &bstituting d by dl 1 
in Definition 11 yielids a new ikind of strong ;approximatiuln, E’. Obviously x E 
y =+ x E’ ye TInerefore the r!:;et D,, in Definition 113 and the set M in Definition I 6 is 
in&reasedI. 
I 1 on a cpo. 
oughly speaking, $1 1 yields the maximal metric space : for a given weight 
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We have now defined ri but we do not yet know whether r(D) is trivial cIr not and 
whether the cpo D is reasonably related to the metric space I’(D). We shall study 
these questions in the next two sections. 
§. Connections between .fi ad r(D) 
We shall demonstrate now, that the cpo D is adequate for ~~ in a very strong 
sense. 
Theoerern 18. Let fi be mt o-algebraic cpo with weight and distance. JLet (%I, d) = 
r(D). Let ~4 be the canonical topology on l!j, let rM be the topology induced by ~a on 
M c D. Let TO be the topology of the open subsets of the metric space (M9 a’). Then 
70 = TM. 
Proof. (a) Let b E B. We prove, that b^ := Cr, (TM is open in (M, d). 
Suppose x E 6. Then x =: u bi for some strong sequenlce (bi) of elemenlts in B. From 
(2) and Definition 13 we conclude b c bk: 15~ bk+l for some k E IV and S > 0. We pr&e 
that the ball I?(x, $8) is su.bset of 6. Let y E S(x, $8). Then y = u ci for some strong 
sequence (ci) in I? and 1 y I= 0. By continuity of weight, lCi[ C $9 for some i > k, 
especially b ~8 bi. We have dc bi, ci) + Icil s d(bi, x) + Id(x, y) + djy, ci) + lcil<= 6 (by 
Definition 6), aad b ~6 bi yields b c ci c y. Therefore y E 8:, and B (x, $8) c 6. 
(b) Let x EM, 6 :*O. L,et y E B(x, a)., We show: y E b^ !E R(x, S 1 for some b E B. 
y == u ci for some chain (ci) in B. Then lcil*: 6 - d (x, y) for some ,I! by continuity of 
weight. Let z E &. Then a!(x, z) G d (x, y) + d( y, ci) + dr:c, r) + IcJ < 6. Tlherefore y E 
ei G B(x, 6), and B(x, 8) is open in ?M. 
In our example, every basis element determines an open set C4, in the cpo. By 
Theorem 18, CJ, n I@* is an open ball in t!le Euclidean space. This is the reason why 
we nidy interpret the formal elements from A, as open balls of points. 
Every function f 31 +.& has a ‘trace’ from I%1 into I”&. 
Definitkm 19. Let Bi be o-algebraic cpo’s with1 weight and distance, let 
(Mi, d) := r(Di) the induced metric spaces (i = 1,2). Let f’: i9r -3, D2. Define 
TrC f) : Def( f) E MI + M2 kjy 
Def(f) := {x E Ml 1 fx E M:?} = MI n fm1M2 and 
Tr( f)(x) := fx for all x E Def( f). 
The following 
94% continuity. 
theorem that our construction, of the metric space 1s sound 
Eiv 
& 0 (Restriction Theorem). lkt f : & +& be continuous on cpo’s. Then 
Tr( f) is condnuous on the induced metric spaces. 
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roof. Straightforw:ud from Theorem 18. 
Continuous functions on cpo’s have only continuous functions on the metric spaces 
as traces. Here immediately the natural question arises, whether ( very partial 
continuous function on the metric spaces can be obtained as the trace of a t-ontinuous 
cpo-function. We shsll answer this negatively below However, a some?.vhat weaker, 
but neveriheless as useful Theorem can be proved. It says that every (partial) 
continuous function 3,n the metric spaces can be extended to a (total) cpG-continuous 
functions. 
Theorem 21 (Extension Theorem). Let D1, D2 be o-algebraic cpo ‘s with weight and 
distance. Let & be ri-complete. Let (Mi, d) = r(DJ (i = 1,2), let g : X c,M~ + M2 be 
continuous on the metric spaces. T%en there is a cpo-continuous (trstal) ftmction 
f:DpDz with (VxEX)fx=gx 
BrocC If X = Q) choose f = Ax .1.. Suppose X # 8. 
ForbEBiletb:=0~nM,. 
For cc& let q(c) := inf(lblI b t: B1,11 GC, 6n X # S}. X f Q) + _/_ E {. . .}, thus q(c:) 
exists and ICI > 0 implies 
{bEBIlbcc, 6rrX #PI. ]blq(c)+lcl}#ld. 
Let r(c) be an arbitrary fixed element of this set. Define 
h :Bl+Dz by h(a) := ii-if v{g%la EC}. 
For every c, z) # 8, & is closecl under inf of nonempty sets, therefore, h(a) exists. 
Obviously h is monotone on B 1. By Lemma 2, h can he extended uniquely to a 
continuous function f: D1 + D 2. We have to show: x E X +fx = gx. Let x = Lj lyi, 
biEB1, biEbi+l, x EX. We - 
birx +r(bi)Ex ~xE~~)JgxE~~;)~h(bi)cgx~ 
therefore fir = Uh (lii)C gx. 1Jsin:z continuity of g we prove lh (bJl + 0. Let E => 0 be 
given. Since gx E M2, cot-” gx IEor scome co E Bz with lcol< E. & is open in Mz (Theorem 
18), therefore gx c B(gx, ~1)) G cl1 for some ~1 >O. By continuity of g, gB(x, 6) G 
B(gx, el) for some 6 >O. By Thc+:orem 18, C$ cB(x, 6) and x E Qc for some e E&, 
ecx=ubi$ _b e t k Ex for some k (by (2)), therefore g& c_ gB(x, (a) G to which 
implies co E inf g&. 
We are finished if we show inf g& c h(bj) for some j. For k there are 6 > 0 and j 
with bk cabi and lbjI<fs. Suppose, bizc. Then ICI&, q(c)&, lr(c)l& and 
r(c) CC. Using these properties, we obtain d(bi, t(c)) + Ir(c)l s d(bi, c) + d(c, T(C)) + 
::I+Ir(c)l~, and bk Cg bj implks bk c T(C). we conclude 
rq)&k and infg~~EinfLl{~)lbilLTC}=h(bi). 
Therefore, for all E = 0 there is some i with Ih( < E. 
We have proved Ih(bi)( + 0, thus lljll= 0. With the consequence of 
with Lemma 15(a) we can conclude gx c fx, and therefore gx = fx. 
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The Restriction Theorem and the Extension Theorem are the fundamental 
theorems which justify the use of the cpo 6 to study the metric space III. 
As we have already mentioned, not every continuous function on KfY is the trace of 
a continuous function on D. We shall characterize now Def(f) for continuous 
functions f on the cpo’s. We do this only for ‘well-behaved’ functions. 
Definition 22. f : & + D2 is strxzg, iff (Vx E LTI) (lfx I= 0 + fx E A&). 
By the following theorem considering only strong functions doles not restrict the 
class of continuous functions on the metric spaces. 
Theorem 23. Let f : Dl + D2 be continuous. Let I.??2 be b-complete. Then there is some 
continuous strong function g : Dl-, & such that Tr(g) extends Tr( f). 
Proof, Define a continuous ‘stretch’ function c : I?& -3 fi2 by 
a(e) := Sup{c E I32 ] c Clel e) 
for e E &. u is monotone on &, therefore well defined as a continuous function 
(Lemma 2). We prove that g := af has the desired property. 
Let y E Mz, y = u bi, bi E bi+l. For every i there are E >O and n! with biC, b, and 
lb, I < E. Then bi ~16,~ b, and bi cab, s b,. This implies cry = y and Tr(g) extends 
Mf). 
Suppose Iyl = 0, Icry = 0. Then for every i there is some k with ubi tlbil bi C bk 
where Icbkl< $bil =: 6 (use Lemma 12(2)) Suppose d(gbk, c) + Ic I < 6. Then 
therefore abi c C, therefore ubi tg ubk. This implies CZY = J J yi with yi IX yi+l where 
the yi are certain cabk. 
Lemma 14(2) yields cry E M2. This proves our theorem. 
We shall now characterize the sets Def( f) for continuous strong functions fi 
Theorem 24. Let M2 c D2, M2 # fi. Then {Def(f)l f : Dl+ D2, strong, continuous) = 
{A~M~IA=n{U$N, Wlopenin (M1,d)}}=:Gs. 
Proof. Ic) Suppose, A = n i,Ui I i E N}, Ui c Ml open. We may assume E/i+1 c Ui. 
Let x=UciEMz. Dehe f:Dl +D2, continuous, by its values on & as follows: 
l - 
f(b) ( 
X if (Vi)(k U), 
.- 
ck where k = pi[not 6 G Vi] otherwise, 
where 6 := 66 n Ml. It is easy to prove that f is strong, continuous and that 
Def(f) = A. 
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fb) (see [31). Let f : & + & be continuous and strong. Let A := n (13 {q(b) 1 lb1 c 
:z-“, ~E.&}[~EN} with cp(b):=U{~Ib~f~,c~lg,). Then AEG~ (Theorem 18). 
&f(f) c A can be shcv;irn easily. Suppose x E A. Then for all n here is some 
6, E &, jb,J < 2-“, and some c,, E I31 with c, !ZX and b, EJ&. Therefom e, b, C& and 
IfxI = 0. 
Since f is strong, fx E M2. With x E A G Ml we conclude x E 
Using the results from Section 6 we obtain a well-known extension theorem [ 121 
for metric spaces as a corollary of Theorem 20 and Theorem 21. 
COrOHa~e Let (Mi, di) (i = 1,2) be metric spaces with Polish top,DlugpI. Let X c MI, 
f ; X + Mz continuous. Then f can be extended :o a continuous funcc’zon g : Y + Mz 
where X c Y and Y is a i&-subset of MI. 
Proofi, Apply Theorem 26 to both of the metric spaces, apply Theorem 21, appiy 
T!xorem 20 and use Theorem 24. 
Therefore, G8 subsets are the ‘natural’ domains of continuous functions between 
Polish metric spaces. 
6. Embedding polish metric spaces 
We shall now characterize the metric spaces in the range of our operator K 
We use the following characterization of metric spaces with Polish topology (see 
Bourbaki [S]i, A metric space fi = (M, d) has Polish topology, iff it has a denumer- 
able dense St&set and it is a Gs-subspace of a complete metric space. A Gs-subset of 
M is a counta’ble intersection of open subsets of M. 
Theorem 25. Let D be an w-algebraic cpo with weight and (distance. Then I’D is a 
Polish metric space. 
Proof. Let b^ := E$, rj M. B. := {b E B 16 f 0}. Let 7 : Bo+ M arbitrary such that 
q(b)&. Let jY- rsnge(q?) c M. (T, d) is a denumerable metricspace. 
completion, (?‘: d). F := {(yi)ifN/s 1 (yi) Cauchy-sequence in T} where 
(Xi)ielb z (Yi’)iElbl :c+ lim d(xi, yi) = 0 and d((xi)/G, (yi)JE) := 
The mapping x k+ .i := (x, x, . . .)/= embeds T into f For i E k-4 let 
Cri := U(B(2, r) 1 r >O, z FL’ T, (3a, b, d: E AB)[a c b CC, B(z, r) ;. :, 
Consider its 
lim d(xi, yi). 
la 1~: 2”]}. 
IBy the above characterization, (F, d) restricted to ni 0’i is a Polish metric space. 
We prove now, that 
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is an isometric bijection from J!YYD onto (n (!&, d). It is sufficient to show 
(a) p is well defined into p, 
(b) JA is into n si, 
(c) F is onto n si, and 
(d) dk, Y) = d(px, PLY $e 
(a) Let 4 = u bi E A&. Let z > 0 be given. Then lbil< $E for i > nE. With Definition 
6 we obtain 
d(Tbi, qbi)Sd(qbi, bi)+d(bi, bi)+d(bi, ,bi>+IbiI+IbjI<F 
for i, j > ‘zE. Therefore (qbi)iEN is a Cauchy-sequence. Suppose, also x .= lj ci. Let 
e > 0 be :- 1 . . t Then lbil< 3~ and lcil< !E for i > n,. By (2), ci c b,- for some j 3 i. Thien 
ah’ ; .eci)Sd(qbi, bi)+d(bi, bj)+d(bj, Ci)+d(Ci, Wi>+IbiI+IbjI+IbiI 
for i > nB. Therefore (qbi)i S-S (qCi)i, an& p is well defined. 
(b) Let x = u bi E M, let j be given. We prove px E 0’h For some k, lbkl<= 2-j and 
bk = bl = b, cx for some m > 1 > k. By Theorem 18, B(x, 2r) c b^, for some r > 0. 
Since d (qbi, X) s d (qbis bi) + 1 bi I + d (bi, x ) s I bi I and since (qbi) is a Cauchy-sequence, 
there is some s E N with d(qb,, x) < r and d(qbi, &) < fr for all i > s. Choose 
f := qb,. Then l3(z, r) s B(x, 24 C_ & and p.x E B (5, r ), therefore px E ofi 
(c) Let y = (yi)/EE n Bi. For all i thel*e are ai; bi, Ci,, Zip ri with 
y EB(fi, ri), B(Zi, ri)Eti, JCl,l<2-‘, niEi7iECi, 
Proposition P, Ci C yj for almost all j. 
Proof. y E k5 (ii, ri) implies d (Zi, y j i ri -&i for some &i > 0. There is jo such that 
d (y, fj) < ei for all j 2 jO. For j 2 ir, we have 
a (zi, yj) = d(zi, yi> 5 d (Zi, y) + d(y, Yjr < rig 
therefore yj E B(Zi, ri) E tip i.e., Ci C Yfi 
Proposition 2 d (ci, ak) = 0 for all i, k. 
PPOO~. By Proposition 1 ci my,- and a& ~yj for some j, therefore d(ci, alt) =: 0. 
Proposition 3. (Vi) (3k > i) ai Eak. 
Proof. We have bi ts ci for some S > 0. Choose k with 2.-k < 8. Then d(C,, CE~) +
lakl<2+ *< S by Proposition 2, ano bi ~8 cj implies bi EL a&, therefore ai cz bi !Z Q, i.e. 
Therefore, there is an increasing f with af(j, E af(i+l). 
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Let v :== u lafik). We prove: &p(v), y) =O. By definition d(pv, y) = 
Iimj,k d(qaftk), yj), and d(qafck), yj) s d(+f(k), af(kJ +di(af(k), Vi) + IQtkd <2-f(k) flor 
sufficiently large j by Proposition 1. Therefore (I(pv, 1~) =0 and PV = y. 
(d) Letx--Ubi,v=Uci,x,yEM.Wehave _ 
d(llb, qci)Gd(qbi, bi)+d(bi, Ci)+d(Ci, ~i)fIbiI+IciI 
2~ ibil+ lcil+ d(bi, Ci), 
therefore 
d(px, ,UY) z lim d(qb, qci) = lim d(bi, ci) = d(x, y). 
L i 
We shall prove now, that every metric space with Polish topology rs isometric to 
some lYD. 
Theorem 26. Let (A, v) be a Polish metric space. Then (A, q) is isom,etric to IYD for 
some o-algebruic cpo D with weight and distance. 
Proof. Since (A, q) has Polish topology, there is a complete metric space R = (%? p; 
with dense countable subset X = {xi Ii E N} and a C&subset C = n {Oi I i c N}, 0’i open 
in fl, such that (G, p) := &? restricted to G is isometric to (A, 97). We may assume 
OO = N and C$+l c Oi. We define a partial order of formal balls with formal inclusion 
(modified using the Q) as order and formal distance as distance. 
Define B := (B, G, I, 1 I, d) as follows: 
B :=‘i(i,q)liE~,qEQ9,q>O}u{l}, 
J-4 qJ9 
h (i, r) := max(n IB(xi, r) c fIJfl} E N u (CO), 
I i i := *, I(i, r)l := 2r, d(l, (i. r)) := 0, 
d((J, r), (j, s)) := max(0, p(Xi, xi)-r-ss)‘. 
The following proposition can ble proved straightforward. 
llosition I. B is a partial order with weight and distance and minimum 1. 
Let D = (D, B, G, I, i I, d) be the chain-completicm of _I?. For simplicity we 
identify B with LB. In; It e following, we consi&- && in the me& space fl= (JIJ, p), 
’ 0 (1) ('tplf(j,q)~~(Xi,P)1B(Xj,q)~ 
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The proofs are easy exercises. 
Let (k& d) := r(B) be the metric space obtained from D by I’ (Definition 16). 
Define a := M + N as follows: 
A(L;J (ni, I,)) ‘= ‘the single y E n B (xnir i)’ i 
where (IQ, ri)E(Ei+l, ri+l) and ~40. 
We shall prove successively 
(a) A is well defined, 
(b) A is into G, 
(c) A is onto G, 
(d) A is isometric. 
These properties imply that (M, d) is isometric to (G, p), i.e. isometric to the given 
space (A, 17 ). 
(a) Let (iii, ri)E(i++l, ri+l) and li -0. By Proposition 2(2) B(x~~+~, pi+1 +&)s 
B(X,,, ri) for some 6i > 0. 
Since # is complete, n$&,, ri) has exacrly one element. . 
Let (mi, SijE(mi+i, Si+l ) with L_I (mi, Si) = 1 J (niy ri). 
Then (Vi)(3j) [(nip r&(~ i, j:j) and (mi, si) ~7 (nj, rj)]. With Proposition 2, we obtain 
fI B(Xnrr i) z f7 ~(Xrn,, Si)* 
(b) Let x = u (nip ri), (H,, ri) E (rl i+l, ri+l). By definition and induction h(Iti, I*;) 2 i, 
therefore Ax E I!?&, ri) c O’i f’f>r aill i, and Ax E G. 
(c) Let y E n Cri. Since X iis dense in lV, there is 1~0 with y E B(+,, 1) c 6’0 = N. 
Define (120, r&= (no, 1). Suppose, (ni, ri) is defined with y EB&, ri), p(y, x,,)< 
ri-3a for some ca@Q, a>& 
Case 1. h (ni, ri) = k c 00. %nce y E &+I and X dense in IV, there are ni+l and 
ri+l >O with JJ EB(x,,+,, ri+l), B~,Jc~~+~, 2ri+l)C 8;c+l, ~,,+I<u, ri+l<2-(i+“)* 
‘This implies p (x,,,, xni+l )+2ipi+l SC ri (triangle equation with y) and h(zi+l, 2ri+l) 2 
k + I, therefore (ni, Yi)c(ni+l, 2ri-*l) and (Q, ri)E(ni+:, ri+l) by Proposition Z(3). 
Case 2. h(ni, ri) = a~. (Similar.) 
In bothcases (ni, ri)E(Iti+l, I’i+l)s) ,V E B(ni, ri) and ri -P 0. Therefore, A(u (tti, ri)) = y= 
(d) d(x, y) = p(Ax, Ay) for ,x, y EM can be verified easily. 
Observe, that in the proof we used formal ballls instead of real balls (see 
Proposition 2(l)) and we use.d formal diameter and formal distance. These 
definitions have the advantage to be of more construlctive nature. 
7. Examples, csnclusion 
Although the proof of Theorem 26 already tells US how to construct a cpo for a 
given metric space, we give same simple examples. 
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ExamplZe I. Euclidean space (I -dimensional): 
B:={(g,q)lp,qEQ,P<q}u{l}, 
(p,q)E(p’,q’):~P~P’<4’~4, 
i(p, q)l := 4 -p (Euclidian dizi.meter of interval). 
Then 
dl I(( p, q), (p’, 4’)) = Euclidian !distance of intervals. 
(B, E, _I_) is f&complete. Let D z= (D, LB, C, I, 1 1, d) be the completion. Then 
L(P, q)Q(p’, q’) ep <p’<q”:q* 
For every rational number there iare three candidates. In the case of 
0:x1 := (e-2-‘, O)i/E, ~2 := (0, 2-i)i/El x.3 = (-2-‘, 2-‘)i/s. We have ~3~x1, ~3t ~2, 
I rl; = 1x4 = 1x31= 0.0 n 1 y x3 is generated ‘by a ‘strong’ sequence. mme obtained metric 
space is the one-dimensional Euclidean space. Observe tha’c not every cpo-element 
can be identified with a set of points. We have x1 # x2, but x1 and x2 should be 
identified with the ernptjj set. Nevertheless D allows to compute reasonably with 
approximations among which there are open and closed intervals of real numbers. 
Example 2. Euclidean space (n-dlmensilonal). Take the product space I? X l 9 * X D, 
D from Example 1, 07 start with n-dimensional intervals or make the construction 
from Theorem 26. 
Example 3. The irrational numbers with Euclidean distance. We have a Gs-s.ubset 
n (R - (4) I q E Q}. Make construction from Theorem 26. 
Example 4. Cantor space : 
B := W({O, 1)) (all finite words over 0 and I), 
uGv :Hu preffixof v, 
-lerlgth( u 1 l&41:=2 , 
Completion of (B 9 G, E, I I, dl I) yields the space D = (D, LB, G, I, I I, dl I) of all finite 
and infinite words over (0, 1) ordered by ‘prefix’. Infinite words have weight 0, 
cu E LV * ZJ G o, therefore the infinite wcrds from a metric space witk &/?, g) = 0 if 
f =I g and 2” with n = min{k lfk f gk} otherwise, i.e. Cantor space. 
le 5. Bake space. Substitute UV({lO, 1)) by W(N) in Example 4. 
Space of infinite trees (Nivat/Arnold [9]). Let F be a set of function 
symbols, V@ be a set of variab!es, &!F CI V (F u V denumerable). 
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Let B := set of all correct (finite) terms (trees), tG g’ e t’ can be obtained from t by 
substitution of O-leafs by trees, 
ItI := 2-” where y1 := I 
depth of c if t has no &!-leaf, 
smallest distance from the root to an n-leaf otherwise. 
Completion (with d; 1) and application of r yields a metric space of all infinite trees 
over (F, V), where the distance of two trees is the distance of the first diBference from 
the root. 
After reading all the tedious proofs the reader may ask, why sllch a complicated 
structure, an o-algebraic cpo with weight and distance, should be used to describe 
such a simple thing as a metric space. A first reason is that computability theoq for 
cpo’s now automatically implies computability theory for metric spaces. Another 
reason is that for our cpo’s we have also cc*mputability on the generated function 
spaces which can be transferred to the metric spaces. The next reason seems to be 
more important. 
Our examples show that natural metric spaces can be generated from weighted 
partial orders using the natural distance dl 1. 
Classically, Iw is the Cauchy-completion c@T* the metric space Q. In our framework 
we can obtain II3 as a subset of the chain-ccjmpletion of a weighted partial order of 
intervals, In many applications (e.g. Physics or Numlerical Analysis) which pretend to 
use real numbers actually approximate values, i.e. ra.tional interulals, are used and not 
rational points. 
Also in Example 4 (Cantor space) it is very natural to start with a partial: order of 
words and not with a dense metric space of O-l-valued functions (e.g. the functions 
which are constant almost everywhere). 
There are some differences to Lacombe’s approach. Starting from a metric space, 
we consider ‘formal’ open balls and not open sets. We also can start in a very natural 
way from a weighted bjartial order of ‘finite approximate values’. The important: 
theorems in our paper are the Restriction Theorem and the Extension Theorem1 
[Theorems 20, 21) and the characterization of t’lhe metric spaces whicY~ can be 
embedded. 
We did not consider computabiJity. This will be material for another paper. The 
present paper can be viewed as one single application of weighted cpo’s. 
Weighted cpo’s seem to have important other applications and they promise to be 
an interesting area of further research. 
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